Client Seminar Class List
2024
accesso Siriusware

Beginner Level Class

• Comprehensive 7-Part Course: Mastering the Basics v4
• Comprehensive 7-Part Course: Mastering the Basics v5
• Retail 101: Your pathway to Retail Mastery v4
• Pricecraft: Mastering the Magic of Dynamic Pricing
• Graphic Layouts 101: A Beginner's Guide
• Ask Away! A Roundtable for New accesso Users
• Don't Panic! Troubleshooting accesso in a Roundtable Setting
• Peer-to-Peer: Sharing Best Practices for Food & Beverage
• Gearing up for Success: v4 Rentals
• Scan Like a Boss: Conquering Gatekeeper and Quickscan
• Securing Your Facility: A Practical Guide to Gate Access Software
• The Future is Now: Dive into the New Features of accesso Siriusware v5
• From Chaos to Control: Mastering Your v5 Rental Operations
• Swipe Right: Mastering Your In-House Card
• Level Up Your Retail Game: Mastering v5 Basics
• Demystifying Your Database (Part 1 of 3)
• Taking Control of Bookings: A Guide to Reservations in accesso Siriusware
• Crafting the Perfect Combo: Modifiers & Item Packaging
• Bridging the Gap: A Hardware & IT Roundtable Discussion
• Essentials of Membership & Pass Creation: A Hands-On Class
• Maximizing Efficiency: A Guide to Effective Capacity Management
accesso Siriusware
Intermediate/Advanced

- The Power of Self-Service: Understanding and Utilizing Kiosk Technology
- Understanding the accesso System Architecture and Configuration
- Resolving Payment Headaches: A Guide to Troubleshooting Common Issues
- Beyond the Basics: Exploring Advanced Features in accesso Siriusware
- Crafting Sleek and Informative Text Layouts
- Power Up Your Problem-Solving: Handling High-Volume Support Issues
- Beyond the Discount: Your Membership's Hidden Gems
- Level up your Layout Skills: v5
- Upgrade with Confidence: A Practical Guide to Software Updates
- Beyond the Balance Sheet: A Roundtable on Accounting & Finance
- From Chaos to Control: Mastering Retail Inventory Management v4
- Unlocking Insights: Mastering Admissions Reporting
- Safeguarding Your Business: The Power of PII Encryption, Disaster Planning & Secure Software
- Private Bookings and Instructor Payroll Management
- Effortless Discounts: Leverage Invoice Rules for Streamlined Sales
- From Chaos to Control: Mastering Retail Inventory Management v5
- Unlock the Power of accesso for Financial Reporting
- Advanced Memberships & Passes: Strategies for your venue
- Principles and Practices of Revenue Recognition
- Deep Dive into your Database (Part 2 of 3)
- Layout Lab: Building an RDL Layout
- Unlocking the Power of your Database (Part 3 of 3)
- Keeping Your System in Top Shape: The Art of Software Health Checks
- Navigating Software Updates: A Guide to Success
accesso Passport

- **accesso Passport** 101: Mastering the Basics
- **accesso Passport** 102: Beyond the Basics
- Unlocking Solutions: Troubleshooting Passport/Siriusware
- Navigating the Journey: **accesso Passport** Package Setup
- Level Up: Passport Package Setup
- Time for Adventure: Passport Calendar Management
- Elevate with **accesso Passport**: Expand Your **accesso Passport** Modules Knowledge
- Crafting Connections: Customizing Your **accesso Passport** eCommerce Storefront
- Adventure Awaits: Your Gateway to **accesso Passport** Camps
- Driving Revenue: **accesso Passport** Store Optimization Strategies
- Unlocking Affordability: **accesso Passport** Payment Plans
- Ski Adventure Personalization: Managing Your **accesso Passport** Profile
- Rates: Mastering Rate Management
- Unlocking Opportunities: Exploring Bulk Sales with **accesso Passport**
- Insightful Integration: Leveraging Combo Reporting
- From Clicks to Conversions: Mastering Google Analytics
- Media Evolution: Embracing New Formats and Customizations
- Combo Clients: Unveiling New Enhancements
- Strategic Marketing: Amplifying Your Product RWhy **accesso**’s Experience Platform Offers WAY MORE than Just an “App”
- How Predicting with AI Guests’ Next Steps Empowers the Venue
Featured Sessions

- Why *accesso’s Experience Platform Offers WAY MORE than Just an "App"
- How Predicting with AI Guests’ Next Steps Empowers the Venue
- Making Millions with Managed Marketing by *accesso
- Before, During, After - The Complete *accesso Connected Guest Journey
- *accesso’s SkiNow 2.0 Exciting New Updates for the 24/25 Season
- Introducing Waymigo - Cultural App with Audio Guides, Entitlements, & More!
- What’s New
- What’s New Q&A